Draft beer control system
A counting system for draft beer will allow you ...
1. Measure your real cost of sales at all times.
2. To verify that the sales revenues correspond to the quantity served.
3. Evaluate and monitor employee performance in serving beer and ordering glasses served in
the POS system.
4. To be proactive in identifying, and solving problems of waste, overfilling and loss of income as
soon as they arise.
A manager equipped with our control system will have the ability to define and maintain the highest
profit margin possible in draft beer sales for his business!
Our draft beer management system will make a considerable difference on your bottom line!

How it works:
Flow meter:
The Auper draft beer flow meter is mounted in the beer tube going to the tap from the keg. As soon
as the beer flows, the flowmeter generates a train of pulses proportional in frequency to the
speed of the liquid passing through it.

Counting system:
This is the device to which the flow meters will be connected. It converts the pulses sent by the
flowmeters and counts the quantity served in ounces or in liters (or other). The metering system
you need is selected based on the number of flow meters you will connect to it. The system is
calibrated with the flow meter and the beer it measures to provide the most accurate
measurements possible.

Manual control:
You can read the quantity served on the screen and reset the counters when you are finished to
start a new period. If you want a hard copy of the meters, you can print a report on a serial printer.
The comparison with your sales report is done manually.

Software control:
The Draft Manager Live software will automatically record the glasses of beer served and
the glasses ordered in the POS system in real time. The glasses served and ordered at the POS
are time stamped and the amounts are reconciled before your eyes. Reports are printed and
automatically emailed to you at the end of each shift. This system will help you to differentiate
waste and overfilling from glasses served not ordered.

Auper draft beer flow meter

TM600: 1 to 6 beer taps

2FM: 1 or 2 beer taps Battery

TM6400: 1 to 64 beer taps
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